Mars: the red planet
1 Name the eight planets in the Solar System.
2 Read the infograph on interesting facts and statistics about Mars. With a partner,
match each of the five headings below with its function.
Mars Earth versus Mars Life on Mars Mars missions Colonisation
1
2
3
4
5

The current exploration situation __________
Facts about the planet __________
How Mars could be made habitable __________
Comparing planetary statistics __________
The possibility of extraterrestrial life __________

3 Find words in the infograph that mean:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

to cover a surface __________
consisting of things that are similar __________
the quality of being similar to something __________, __________
difficult to live in __________
able to support life __________, __________
a vehicle containing cameras and instruments __________
the act of sending a space vehicle into space __________
to do something better than someone or something else __________
to become liquid __________
to become very healthy __________

4 Complete the following sentences from the infograph.
1 __________ its likeness Mars is a cold, dry, desert-like planet with a thin atmosphere.
2 The temperatures are so low that only Antarctica on Earth is comparable, __________
Mars is much colder.
3 What is the function of the missing words?

5 Make complex sentences by joining a sentence from group A with a sentence
from group B using the words from exercise 4.
A
–
–
–
–

Colonisation of other planets is possible.
Space exploration is important for the human race.
Mars has similar qualities to the Earth.
Unmanned probes and robots are used for space exploration.

B
–
–
–
–

It uses up vast amounts of important finance.
Its extreme conditions would make it practically impossible to live on.
The fact is that humans could do a better job.
It would take centuries of extremely difficult work to do.

6 Discuss the following questions in small groups.
–
–
–
–

What reasons are there for colonising other planets?
How probable is the colonisation of other planets? Discuss reasons for your answer.
Would you go to live on another planet? Give possible reasons why.
What can we do on this planet to avoid having to colonise another in the future?
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